
BN A C C ~ U N T  Of n METROD for extending a 
I GEOGPAPHICAL S U R V E ~  across the PENIN- 

Connrmicotcd b~ ptrrrris~ior of  the Rigbt Horrovrablr tbe Cowemor of 
Fort S t .  George, in Coxnc;l. 

HAVING long reflected on the great advantage to 
general geography that would be derived from ex- 
tending a survey across the eninsula of India, for 
the purpose of determining t E e positions of the prin- 
cipal geographical points; and seeing that, by the 
success of the British arms during the late glorious 
campaign, a district of country is acquiredi which 
not only opens a free communication with the Ma- 
labar coast, but from its nature affords a most ad- 
mirable means of connecting that with the coast of 
Coromandel by an uninterrupted series of triangles, 
and of continuing that series to  an almost unlim~tetl 
extent in every other direaion ; I was induced to 
conlmunicate my ideas to the right honourable the 
Governor in Council at Madras, who has since been 
leased to  appoint me to conduct that service, and 

gas snpported me with a liberality by which alone it 
coultl be carried into execution. 

IT is scarcely necessary to say, what the atlvan- 
tage will be of -ascertaining the great geographical 
features of a country upon correct mathenlatical 
principles; for then after surveys .of different dis- 
tricts have been made, in the usual mode, they can 
be combined into one general map. One surveyor 
is en~ployed in a distrlct a t  Sera; and' another in 

tlie 
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the district of Chittledroog. They both have a re- 
ference to those particular stations, and their sur- 
veys, with respect to them, may be relatively cor- 
rect : and if Sera and Chittledroog be laid down 
right, their respective surveys will fall into their 
right places on the globe. 

IT will be unnecessary to state to the Society the - 
i~nperfec t methods that have generally been practised 
by supposing the earth to be a flat; and yet it  has 
been on thig supposition that sur.veys have been 
made in general, and corrected by astronomical ob- 
servation.. But altlloug.11 that method of correction 
may answer for determining the positioii of places a t  
a great distance, where an error of five or six minutes 
will be of no very great consequence, yet in laying 
down the longitudes of places progressively that are 
.not more than twenty miles from one another, it is - 
evident that errors of such a magnitude are not to be 
overlooked ; and an ersor, even of one mile, would 
place ol~jects in situations widely different from that 
which they actually hold on the face of the globe. ' 

IF \ve consitler tlie earth as an exact sphere, we 
should naturally advert to spherical computation. - 

And having a base actually measured, and reducecl 
to. the level, i t  would be a part of a great circle, 
while the horizontal a'ngle would be the angle ~itatle 
by two great circles, intersecting each other at the 
point where the angle was taken. On this hypo- 
thesis, the process of extending a survey wouQ be 
reduced to as great a degree of simplicity as I>y the 
method of plane triangles. For then the leilgtll of 
a degree on d i e  meridian coultl be easily obtained by 
the  celestial arc, ant1 would be equal to a degree in 
any other direction. The radius of curvature, or 
t h e  semidiameter of the earth, might also be easily 
deduced from thence, and being every where the 
same, the chord of any arc, or the direct distance 
between two objects subtending that arc, coultl be 
computed without tlle trouble of correcting tlie ob- 

served 



served angles. The difference of longitude of any 
two points might be as easily had ; for, knowing 
the arc between them (which would always corre- 
s oncl with a celestial arc,) and the co-latitudes OF 
t f le two places, the angle a t  the pole, or difference 
of longitude, might be found. 
BUT since the earth is not a sphere, but an oblate 

spheroid, and differing considerably from a sphere, 
i t  becomes necessary to  determine the length of a 
degree on the meridian, and a degree at iight angles 

- to  that meridian, making the point of intersection 
o f  the meridian and its erpmdicular the middle 
point of each degree. #ow, in determining the 
measure of those degrees, if the first measurement, 
or base line, cannot be had in the meridian, two 
other objects must be chosen therein, and their $ 1  

distance computed trigonomet~ically, and then corn- 
pared with the celestial arc. But here the operations, 
for obtaining this distance, will be attended with 
some trouble, on account of its being necessary to 
calculate the chords of the arcs, and the difficulty 
of determining tllc angles matie by these chords to a 
sufficient degree of accuracy. For here we are 
obliged to assume data, and proceed by au approxi- 
mating method. And,  st, we must either suppose 
tlie earth to be a sphere, and by taking the three 
angles made by the intersections of three great circles 
of that sphere, find the sides in degrees and minutes : 
then take double the sines of half the arcs, or the 

f chords, and there will be had the three sides of a 
plane triangle, defined in parts of the raclius. With 
these three sides determine tlre three an~les ,  and 
these are the angles for calculating the direct dis- 
tances. Hence, by knowing the base in fathoms, 
the chord subtending that base (or arc) may also be 

. hat1 in fathoms, by computing fio11.l the radius of 
the assumed sphere, which we must suppose to  be of 
some given n~agnitude. 'Then having the length of 
the chord in fatlloms, and the angles corrected as 

I above, 
\ 
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above, the %other chords can be obtainal in fathoms 
alsa 

OR Bd, Since tbetchords of small arcs differ very 
little from those arcs. i t  will be better to find the 
distance of the objects from one another by plane 
trigonometry, the base being one distance. Then 
we must suppose the earth to be an ellipsoid, wbose 
two diameters have to each other a given ratio. 
From that, and taking a degree on the meridian to 
be unity, the ratio of that degree, to a degree in 
any given direction with the meridian, may be had, 
as will be shewn hereafter : and that ratio will enable 
us to allow the appropriate number of degrees a d  
minutes t~ the computed sides of the triangle, whidl 
may then be considered as a spherical one, but  whose 
sides are arcs of circles, having evidently different 
radii of  curvature. It is with these arcs, and the 
observed angles, from which the angles made by the 
chords are to be obtained. M. DE LAMBRE has 
given a formula for determining the angles made by I 

the chords of two arcs under these circumstances, 
having the arcs themselves ancl the horizontal angle 
given. The formula is as follows : Let A = angle ~ 
made by the chords: a the horizontal or observed 
angle; D and (2 the arcs, in degrees, minutes, &c. 
Then if x = the correction to be applied to the hori- 
eontal angle, A will be equal a+.r. And the first# 
approximate value of .in =-;f tan. 5 a. v. s. (D4-d.) 
The second approsinrate value = -- ( 5  tan. t a. v. s. 
t (D+d)-f  cot. 5 a. v. s. t ( U - d ) )  which is suf- 
ficiently near for this purpose; whence A=a- (k tan. 
4 a. v. s. ', (D+d)-4 cot. J, a. v. s. 4 (1 ) -d ) ) .  And 
if grea ter  exactness be required, it will be A=a- 
(3 tan. 4 a. v. s. a D+d-f cot. f a. v. s. f D-d)- 
v. s. x:cot. a. Where x i s = - ( f t a n . f a .  v . s . 5  - .- 
D+d-', cot. 5 b. v. s. 8 D-d), its second approsi- 
mate \-sine.-And the last term will change its sign 
to,affirluative, if a be greater than 90'. A tfemori- 

stratjon 



sttation of the above formi~la has been )given by the 
Astronomer Royal, and may be seen In the Phil. 
Transactions for the year 1797, p. 450. 
HAVING, by this method, got t l x  angles made 

by the chorcls to very near the truth, the rest, with 
respect t o  distances, is evident. For tbe chord of 
the measured arc (or base) may be had, since by 
counputing the lengths of arcs in any direction, on 
the ellipsoid, the radius of curvature of that arc is 
likewise had, and thence the chord. And that chord 
forms the side of a plane triangle, from which, and 
the corrected angles, all the data may be had for 
proceeding upon each of the sides of the first plane 
triangle. 

Now, t o  determine any portion of a degree on 
the earth's surface in the meridian, two points may 
be taken therein, and the direct distance between 
them ascertained by the above method. Then, by 
taking the zenith d_istance of a known star. when 
passing the meridian, a t  each extremity of the dis- 
tance, the celestial arc becomes known in degrees, 
minutes, &c. from which the terrestrial arc bet~veen 
the two ob'ects -is had in degrees, minutes, k c .  
also :-and d aving determined the chord in fathoms, 1 

the arc may likewise be determined in fathoms, 
which being conlpared with the degrees, minutes, 
&c. the value of a degree is thereby obtained in 

~ 
fathoms. 

THE length of a degree, at  right angles t o  the 
meridian, is also easily known by spllerical compu- 
tation, having the latitude of the point of intersection, 
and the latitude of an object any whel-e in a direc- . 
tion perpendicular to the meridian a t  that point. 
For tile11 the arc between these two points, and the 
two celestial arcs or colatitudes, will form a right 
angled triangle, two sides of which are given to  fiad 
the third, which is the arc in question. And this 
will apply either to the sphere or spheroid. That 
arc being known, in degrees and minutes, and the 

chord 
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chord having been previously determined in fathoms, 
being a side of one of those plane triangles, formed 
by the chords of the terrestrial arcs ; the length of 
that arc can also be determined in fathoms ; and, 
therefore, a degree may be determiued in fathoms, 
having its middle point the point of intersection with 

. the meridian. 
THUS having obtained the length of a degree upon 

the meridian, and its perpendicular, in any given la- 
titude, they will serve as data for computing the lati- 
tude and longitude of places near that parallel, and 
near to that, or a known meridian, by means of the 
chord of a terrestrial arc, oblique to the meridian and 
jts perpendicular, and the chord of the meridional arc 
rntercepted by a great circle falling from the extre- 
mity of the oblique chord, and cutting the meridian 
i t  right angles. For it will be easy to find the mea- 
sure either of the part of the meridian, or the portion 
of the circle at right angles thereto (even by using 
the observed angles ;) and if these be converted into 
degrees, minutes, &c. according to the length of a 
degree upon the respective circles, the former will 
give the difference of latitude, and consequently, by 
addition or subtraction, the real latitude : the latter, 
with the co-latitude thus obtained, \\rill enable us to 
find the angle at the pole. In both these cases the 
t~uth-may be obtained to withid one-fourth, and ge- 
nerally one-tenth of a second, (liaiting the opera- 
tions to a certain extent from a known parallel and 
meridian ;) and that without having recourse to ol* 
servation, or depending 011 ally l~ypothesis of the 
earth's figure. 

IT will readily occur to the reader, that had the ra- 
tio of the assumed diameters been what it really is, 
and supposing the earth to be an exact ellil~.ioitl, the 
uomputed and measured degrees ought to come 0 th  t 
the same. But the reason fbr computillg the lrngt 11 
of ellipsoidal arcs was only to gain the approsinate 
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values of the angles made by the chorda, by doing 
which, we can come nearer the truth, than by sup- 
posing them to  be spherical ; and though these arcs 
may not be precisely correct, yet it has been found 
that a trifling deviation from the truth will not sen- 
sibly affect the angles. 

1.r may be fbrther observetl, that we are not cer- 
tain, either of the ratio of the earth's diameters, or 
of its being an ellipsoid. We have assumed that fi- 
gure, and have drawn our results from the average of 
different measurements, madc in different parallels, 
thougll among themselves they appear contradictory : 
biit we must adopt them, until better measurements. 
can be marl?, to ellable us to come nearer the truth. 
Should the figure of the earth prove t o  be the ellip- 
soirl, and the ratio of the equatorial diameter to the 
polar asis become known, a celestial arc would afford, 
a datum in any assigned l a t i t de ,  by which, and the 
observed n ngles corrected, the direct distances might 
be computecl, and also the distance of any object 
fiom a known ~nerirlian aucl its perpendicular, and- 
consequently its longitude and latitude. 

B U T  shoultl the earth prove to be neither an ellip: 
snitl, nor a figure generated by any particular curve, 
of lrno\r.n properties, but a figure whose meridional 
sectiotr is bourltled Ijy no law of curvature, then we 
qan obtain nothing until we have an actual measure- 
ment, to be applirti as 11as been already mentioned, 

T ~ l u s  much I Itare thought necessary t o  premise, 
that the general principles of the work I have before 
n;e may be understood ;-principles, which I believe 
llavc never been applied in Indian geography, though 
in Eaglantl sut5cierlt has been done t o  manifest their 

and to give tliose gentlemen, who have 
api>Iirtl tlle111, a clistinguishetl reputation in  the an- 
aaIs of science : anti 1 own, that it was from reading 
the clctails of their operations I was first led to con- 
sider the subject. 'The publications of the late 

GEN. 
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GEN. ROY, relative to 11;s measurements on Hou~s-  
hw-heath and Rumney-mad,  with his continuations 
of triangles ;--and tlie later accounts of a trigono- 
metrical survey along the southern and eastern coasts 
of Englamd. by LIEUT. COL. WILLIAMS, CAPT. 
MUDQE, and MR. DA LBY, are works which I con- 
sider as n treasure. 
WITH respect to the plan of my operations, had 

I. been possessed of an instrument, which I could 
have thought sufficiently accurate for taking hori- 
oontal angles, 1 should have measured a base some- 
where near the eastern coast, both on account of its 
being a more regular country, and nearer the level of 
the sea, to which all future measurements and dis- 
tances must be reduced. and because I coiild have 
computed nly longitude from the Madras ohserva- 
tory. There w o ~ ~ l d  have been, besides, some proba- 
bility of getting a measurement in the meridian, or 
so near it, that all oblique directions mi& have been 
accurately reduced to it, and that woultl be a Inesns 
of a t  once obtaining the length of a degree on the 
meridian : and as n degfee has never yet been mea- 
sured in this parallel, it ls no trifling circumstance to 
look forward to, because we shoaltl get a datarn in 
the first instance, for conlputing the ratio of the 
earth's diameters, cousideriag it  to be an ellipsoicl. 
And as I have the same kind of chain, made by the 
same incornparable artist, Mr. RAMSDEN, as that 
with which COLONEL WILLIAMS and C A P T A I N  
MUDGE measured their bases; from a comparisol~ 
between two mensurements made in parallels so distant 
from each other, with instruments of the same kind, 

, and reducetl to the same standard temperature ; there 
is some reason to hope that compu tations n~acle fro~n 
such measurements nlay come nearer the truth t l~an  
any other. 

HOWEVER, tllis is an object to which I look for- 
ward wl~en those instsuiilents arrive, wliicl~ got.ei.11- 

111t'rit 
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ment has been pleased to authorise me to send for. 
A t  present i t  seemed most desirable that I shoolch 
bcg~n in Mysore, and endeavour to forward the sur-: 

, veys of that country. Having made a first measure-- 
ment there, I think, with the instruments I at  pre- 
sent possess,. i t  will be best not to extend my opera- 
tions too far from some assumed meridian, as I can. 
depend more upon meridional celestial arcs than upon 
any computed obliql;e ones. The instrument I have. 
for taking zenith distances is a zenith sector of five 
feet radius, made by Mr. RAMSDEN, with a micro- 
meter scale that defines nearly one-tenth of a second. - . 
With this I can determine two parallels of latitude t o  
be depended on between which to compute by ter- 
restrial measure the relative situations of intermediate 
places as to latitude. The instrument with which I 
take horizontal angles is a circular transit instrument, 
made by Mr. TROUGH TON, whose horizontal limb 
is only eight inches radius, without a micrometer,, 
but which is graduated to 10"; and though it is an 
excellent instrument, correct and easy in ~ t s  adjust- 
ments, yet its powers are not sufficient for taking 
horizontal angles where they are to be reduced to the 
angles made by the chords. 

SECTION I. 

Co~ztaining n?z Account qf the ,$Zeasurene,~t of a Base ' 

Litle on the Tul le  Latjd of the hi P S O R E  Country 
near BANGALORE, 

I M K X T ~  ONEn above my reasons for &aking a 
measurement i n  the Afysore country. This measure- 
ment may, however, not be tl~ought so satisfactory 
as if i t  bad been done near the sea coast, OR account 

of 
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btnot bemg certain as to the exact height above the 
level of the sea, since that height was determined by 
corresponding barometrical observations made at  
Madras, and at  each extremity of the base, and I am 
well aware that those results will be exceptionable. 
But I was careful to found my computations bn 1 

those observatiolis anly  which' were made wlwn a 
erfect unifbrmity in the state of the atmosphere ' 

{ad existed for several days together ; that is, when 
the barometer and thermometer at  each place. and 
at the same hour of the clay, had suffered scarceig 
any sensible variation for a considerable time. And 
since the quantity to be deducted from the base on 
accoiint of thc height is little more than 8,  5 feet, 
upon the whole, any error that might arise in cor- 
recting for the temperature and densit of the at- 
mospllere \vould be but trifling ; I shall t { erefore, for 
the present, rest satisfied until the height can be de- 

' 

termiued trigonometrically, and proceed to give an 
account of the operations of the measurement, and 
of the apparatus made use of. 

C H A I N .  
THE chain is of blistered steel, constructed b y  

hfr. RAMSDEN, and is precisely alike, in every re- 
spect, with that used by GEW EHA'L ROY in mea- 
suring his base of verificatioti on Humrley marsh. It 
consiits otS4d links of 4 feet each, measuring in the 
whole 100 feet. It has two brass register heads, 
with a scale of six inches to each ; these scales slide 
in the brass heads, and are rnovecl by a finger screw, 
for the purpose of atljusting exactly the two extre- 
mities of the chain when extentled : in short, every 
part of i t  is the same as the one above mentioned, 
which has been f ~ ~ l i y  described in the Philosophical 
Transactions-of 1 iyo, anti therefore it is unnecessary 
to say more at the construction of that instryment 

- here. 
Y IT 



IT appears from the best information I have m 

spectint it, that i t  was measured off by the brass 
standar when the thermometer stood at 6s0, and 
was, in that temperature, exactly 100 feet in length. 

FROM the want of a. proper standard scale and 
beat11 compasses, I would not undertake to determine 
its length, compared with brass ; because I did not 
think that laying off any determined number of feet 
from the sliders in the register heads, and by a pair 
9f common compasses, could be done with suffic~ent 
accuracy, so as to enable me to find out at whut de- 

ree of temperature the chain had measured loO f e e  
f y  the brass scale. And as I had beeu informed by 

I 

DOCTOIL D I # W I D ~ I  E, from whom it was purchased, I 

that, to the best of his recollection, it had been ad- 
justed to 100 feet a t  the standard temperature of 690; / 

I therefore rested 'satisfied until further informatiop 
may he obtained respecting it ; and i t  is probable, 
that any correction on account of temperature, will 
not amount to more than two or three feet, and au 
error of that magnitude in a ledgth of near 7f miles 
cannot be of very p e a t  moment in geography, ollicb - 
is die principal object at present. 

THERE is another circumstance it may he neces* 
wry to mention with respect to the chain. From 
the same want of a standard measwe, I have not at- - 
tempted to determine its wear; but I observe that 

. in the measurement of the base of .verification on 
Salisbury plains, the chain used there was very little 

- 

affected by being in useabout seven weeks. And in 
order to prevent the wear as much as possible, I al- 
b t ted  twenty coolies, ttrrst is one to every two  links,' 
wllose sole business it was to lift out the chain and 
lay it i n  the ground whilst the coffers were moved I 

furward, ant1 then to replace it when they were ready. 
All this was done with the greatest care, and always 
by the word given them, that the motion'injght be . 
as trifling as possible. This mode was ptactised 
Juring the whole measurement, so that' I ami in 

Bi ' hopes 1 



hapa RO wry serioud error can arise from tbe w& 
of the chain. - , t  . 

. I . . 
C O F F E R S .  

THOBE were of twenty feet each in length, six 
inches wide in the middle, three a t  the extremities, 
and about four inches deep ; the sides were was 
seven inches, and passed &low the bottom twa 
inches-tbey were not of the climensioas of those of 
G E N E H A L  ROY, on account of thedificulty of pro- 

. curing boards for tlle purpose. The same difficulty 
' obliged me to be satisfied with five in place of fifteen ;. 
but as I had a great number of people with me, f. 
apprehended no $reat difficulty in taking out tbe 
chain ancl laying it  on the ground while the coffers 
were .moved forward. 

. P I C K E T S .  

TWELVE strong pickets bf three inches diameter, 
hooped anti shod with iron, were made use of-they I 
were of differeot lengths, from three to four feet; 
on the top of each picket was placed a piece of very 
hard seasoned wood, eight inches in length and four 
in breadth, on the undel: side of which-was fixed with 
two sc~ews, a hoop of iron, fitted to receive the one 
on t l ~  picket, and to screw firmly upon it  by a 
small screw on the side,' when placed properly in the 
line. This simple contrivance seems to answer tlre 
intended purpose for receiving and supporting the 
ehds of the coffers; the two pickets on which the 
brass register heads were placed, are in all respects 
the saiue as those described by GENEILAL ROY. 
There is also tlre sane apparatus ibr the drawing post 
and weight post, only in place of the iron-tkrivule, thd 
brass elamp and pulley are fixed upon pieces of very 

1- !a? hard 
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t 

hard well-aeasoned wood, in a manner so simple ;ts ta 
ri?nder a description unnecessary, ' ' -- 

I POUND, however, in the coilrse of practice, thab 
ripods, with elevating screws in the centre, answered 

k ~ ~ u c h  better than the pickets for the intermediate 
cads of the coffers, particularly as a very great part 
of the ground was hard. and stony. Those tripods 
'are described by GENERAL ROY. Those which f ' 

used, as I had not the means of getting better, were 
no more than the common wooden press screw, made 
to move u a n d  down by a female screw with handles ; 

, P the top o. the tripod being a thick piece of wood 
for the screw to pass through, with another piece of 
wood . three or four inches below that to ,keep i t  
steady-but a boxed tube to receive the screw is t o  
be preferred. 

, FOR the purpose of ijxing the objects in alligne- 
znent, I used the circular transit instrument, which 
answers remarkably well, both for that purpose and 

for layin[ 
off the principal elevations and depres- 

siops o f t  e different hypothenuseq ; but when tlie 
pickets are to be placed so that the coffers may be' 
laid in the line of the liypothenuse, I made use of 
one of Mr. RAMSDEN'S spirit.levels ; but in place of , using its three legs, I took them off and placed the 
telescope, with its adjusting screws, upan a tripod, 
having an elevating screw in- tlie centre, passing 
througli a tube with a small iron screw to keep it 

- firm. On the top of this elevating screw was fixed 
a piece of board about ten inches square-upon that; 
again was placed another piece, which was macle t o  
nlove in a groove by a finger screw, and upon this I 

moveable piece the levelling telescope, with its ap: 
paratus, uras fixed, liaving its asis at right angles to 
the direction of the. groove, so that by the finger 
screw it could easily be moved to the right or left, 
and brought into the clirectio~ of the allignement. 

A SMALL I 
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during the dry lmhn. Fvvm '1 

the exceilive rains rhar h ~ d  
fallcn, the armbf a la~peratik 
had extended a con6dcriblc 
wav acrofs the line-the an- 
gle's for computing his dif- 
lance, as well as thole of [hs 
ohlique dircOions, were the 
mean relulrs of three differetir 
obfervations with the circular 
innrument the bale was a 
level of 5 i a i n s -  . 

I 

. I  

Computed from a' + of 
5 chains. 

December. ~ o , n l e t e d o n ~ b ~ ~ o *  ~ 

7466  

T h e  oblique d i d i o n  - 
takev to avold [he corqcr rtf 

1 5 9  
18 

8,5 
. 8 

'479 

Y3,nO 
8c.75 
8:143 
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A SMALL square picket, or boning rod, with iu 
piece ten inches in length, fixed a t  r i ~ h t  angleg, and 
made to slide up and down, and fasten by a small 
screw, was placed at  the further extremity of the 
hypothenuse, and the sliding piece put at  a conve- 
nient height : that piece therefore marked the angle 
of elevation or depression. The height of the axis 
of the transit circle, (when that instrument was used,) 
haring. been taken by a plumb line, as well as the 
poiut r11reAly under its centre : Then havingmarked 
oiG one hundred feet, by a common measure, exaAly 
in  the allignement, 1 removed the transit, and placed 
the tripod, with its apparatus, precisely on the spot 
which marked its centre ; and measured its .height 
above that spot, compariug tlie centre, on which the 
levelling telescope moves, with the trausverse axis of 

. tlie transit, (having previously determined the most 
' convenient height for the coffers to  be from the 

ground.) Then I took the exa& measure of t l ~  
space between the axis of the trahsit and that of the 
levelling telescope, and applied it to the boning rod a t  
the extremity of the hypothenuse, and macle a mark, 
at that distance, below the cross slider. 

THE level was then adjusted by the screws and 
spirit level, and its centre brought into the alligne- 

' rnent ; which being done, the axis of the telescope 
was elevated, or depressed, until the cross wire cor- ~ 

.. responded with the mark on the boning rod. I 

IF the nngie of the hypothenuse be beyond the 
limita of the vertical screw of the level, the tripod 
must incliae so as to bring it within those limits,'aud 
that angle of inclination noticed, that the perpendi- 
cular height may be justly determined ; that ho\vever 
never happened. > 

BUT, as the angles of elevation and depression 
wpre in general very small, I contrived to take them 
with a small sextant, both on account of saving time, . 
and to avoid ruilning unnecessary risk with the cir- 

Y3 cular 
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cular instrument. The method which I used was as 
follows : 

I F!RST laid out the direRion of the hypothenusc, 
by a boning rod, placed at a distance, to he seen 
with the small telescope of the sextant. Another 
boning rod was then placed at a conveilient distance, 
so that the cross vane niight be b r o u ~ l ~ t  to corre- 
spond with the cross wires of the levell~ng telescope, 
after it had been carefully adjusted to the horizontal 
d i r d i o n  by the spi~ it level. Then, upon the same 
botGng rod was placed another cross vane, and the te- 
Ikscope eievaxed, or depressed, by the finger screw, . I 
until the cross wires were brought into the direQion 
of the hypothenuse by the vane on the riistatit boning 
rod. -In taking the angle with the sextant, I placed 
tbe axis of niotion close to the Y of the levelling 
telescope, trt the opposite end, with the finger screw; 
so that the two vanes, on the distant and near bon- 
ing rods, appeared to  correspond ,in the refleAor of 
the sextant, and then the angle was taken. 
- IN this manner all the sn~aller angles of elevation 
at~cl depression were talcen, ant1 tl~ough not exaAly 
in the way I could have wished, yet I have no doubt I 

df their being nearly coyre&, pcrliaps as much so as 
I 

any direfiion can be measured. 
H E  w c E the line was determined, which passed 

through the axis of tlie levelling telescope, and was 
parallel to the hypotl~enuse. In order to  place the 
pickets for receiving the cotiers, a piece of wood 
was contrived for being placed upon the head of 
each, with a cross vane to slide up ant1 down. Then, 
a picket waS 'driven, a t  any given distance in the 
allignement, atld the above piece applied to it's top. 

- When the cross pieke corresponded with the mark, 
the picket remained i n  that stale, and the leest of 

. thew were driven down .in the same manuer, and the 
piece applied to  their respective heads; and being I 
all adjusted by that means, their tops were eonse- 
quently parallel to the line of direction. 

THE ~ 
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THE  offers were then put upon the pickets, atil 
having all their bottoms of the same thickness, they 
therefore formed the plane in which the cliain was 
t o  be extended. 
WHEN any hypothenuse was terminated, a line; 

with a plummet, was let fall from the arrow upon 
the  feather edge of the chain ; and the point 'on t6e 
ground was marked, which was defined by the 
point of the plummet, (for a brass register head was 
there unnecessary,) and the height of that extremity 
o f  the chain, from the ground, was carefully taken; 
T h e  new hypothenuse, therefore, commenced froin 
that same point, and the arrow at  the beginning of 
t h e  next chain was made to coincide with a plumb 
line falling to the said point. And the height aIso 
of that end of tlie chain, froni the ground, was 
taken;  by which means, the ascent or descent of 
t h e  commencemen% of the new hypothenuse was 
determined. 

~ V H F N  the &in was extendcd in the coffers, it 
was fixed a t  Qne end to the drawing post, and from 
the  other an 84 inch shell was suspended. The lead- 
ing register head was then brought by the finger 
screw, so that some division might correspond wlth 
t h e  arrow. Eive thermometers were the11 put inte 
the coffers, (one into each,) ant1 there remaitled for 
some minutes, a cloth at  the same time covering 
them. They were then taken out, and the' mean 
temperature marked clown. This was done to every 
chain, and a mean of each hypotbenuse was after- 
wards taken, and the result served to determine the 
equation arising from expansion and contraction, 
f o r  correcting the wwole apparent length of the 
base. 

EVERY thing'having been'prepared, the measure- 
ment con~menced on the 14th October, and was 
completed on the 10th December : the particulars 
thereof will appear in the following table. 



Ohservatiotu for tk- . lat i tude qf sic  southera cadre- 
mity of the Bare, and the Meridian at ,that poin't. ! 

FOR the meridian, I observed- the angk,~hich  d&' 
line made with the polar star when a t  its greatest 

. western elongation; and computed its azimuth, it 
that t i m e ,  from having the l a t i t u d e - o f  the place, and 
the apparent polar distance gi\~eii-at that season of 
the pear a double azimuth could'nbt be'taken in the 
nigbt time, allti 11iy telescope'. had hot sufficient 
powers to observe the star in the day time. 

THE 
Nbw, since the expansion of b r a s  is different fiom that of steel ;- it 

fdlows, that when the measurement is made in a higher or lower tern- 
rature than that in which the steel and brass coincided, there will %c an equation ; which must be applird to  the apparent measore of the 

chain, in order to bring it  to the brass ineasure. I shall call this 
higher or lower temperature, the temperature of mrafuremmt. 

After the steel chain has bcrn reduced to brass measure, it  may be 
found necessary to  reduce the brass standard itself, to the spacr i t  
would have measured, or extended over, in a higher or lower tempe- 
ratare. Let that be called the rtardard terprrutnre. Now u p n  ? 
slight examination of these, it appears that they will resolve them- . 
relves,into three urer. 

CASE IS& When the standard temperature and the temperature OJ 
measurement are both above the temperature of coincidence! 

Let the brass standard and steel chain coincide, when the theryo. 
I 

meter is a t  54" ; and let a apace be measured by the chain at  the tern- 
Fratore of n degrecs, so that - shall express the number of de- 
grees above the temperatore of coincidence,. when the meastlrement is , 
made. Now, the length of the chain at 54" was precisely a given . 1 
number of feet, (we will suppose IOO feet,) by the brass scale. And 
iince ,00763 inches is the expansion of 100 feet of steel for one degrce 

I as the  .thermometer, i t  follows, that when the chain is applied at  the 
temperature of no i t  will extend ower (I space on the ground equal to 

i - 
-54O x -763 

X W + -  feet, i f  measured by the brass scale in the tern- 
I a 

peraturc of 54'. 
So far as to  the temperature of 54O w h e ~  the brass and steel coincide ; I 

. I  
d ~ a t  is, when 100 feet of brass coincide with 1'00 feet of steel a t  that 
degree of temperature. But suppose i t  should be thought necessary to I 
change the standard temperature to no, the temperature of coincidence 
being stilt a t  5~':-that is to say, let. the space above-mentioned be 

I 

meaiiured by the brass standlrd at the same temperature n3 as when the . chain 







TEE obsmwtians we* made om the 3d, 14th, h d  
a 1st of .December, at which times the apparent ad- 
muths of the star were lo. 47'. 4e". 1 9  47'. 40 +", and 
1.. 47'. 40-", leaving out the deci~nals of the se- 
conds ; and the mean of the angles made with the line 
and the star at those times was P. 45', SO", So?, 43'. 
ao", and p. 4S ; which; compared with the apparent 
azimuth, wiU give a mean of $7'. 4V nca~ly N. Eas- 
terly, which i a  the mgle made by the liue with the 
peridian. 

IT 

chain w u  d t d  over that space. Then, if the expnslon 
of brag and s m l  had been the same, the span which measured - 

-s4eX h3 k t  t t h  brass, r b n  the thumocte r - s tood  ==+ I* - - 
n-s& x ~ 7 6 3  -54' x -763 

et 5r0, will now measure x o s f  - OP 
l a  1% - .  

-54" x ,00763 
$00 k t  ; by rcaxm of the brass having increased f-9 

1% 

in I 00 feet. But since I 00 feet of brass expands ,OI 237 i n c h  for 
one degree of the thennometer, the space over which the steel chaia 
extended at so will mcaure by the brass standard 

9 . -  - 
1-5~~ x ~ 7 6 3  -549 X pr237 

I=+ - k t  : and, from a parity d 
11 

reasoning, if r0 be not th temperature in which the s p e c  is to  be 
measured by the bnss  standard, but P which is therefore the stan- 
temperature. Then the measurement reduced to that temperature will - - 

. . - - ~ 4 ~  x 4x763 I-~4~ x @la37 I 

give I OO+ - - feet, if measured .at P of 
11 

temperature. 
Cnsg 2d. When the standard temperature and the temperature of 

measurement are k t b  bclau the temperature of coincidence. 
F i s t ,  suppose the chain to be extended on the ground when the 

thermometer is a t  no so that 54-no shall 'cxprcss the number of de- 
grees below the temperature of coincidence. Then, if that space be 1 
measured by the brass standard a t p O  of temperature, it wi l l  be 

equal 
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. IT bill *peal; t h t  there is a great di&rence in 
the above observed angles of the .star with the N, 

. .  , end - . . 
3 4 - 4 9  x ,00763 

ttpal 100 ~ c .  . k t  ; for the steel being eofltrabed wiH , t 1%. 
evidently extend over a shorter spacc than 'it did at  5h0 by the - 

54&nV x pol63 
F ~ V  Is feet. - 

Next, suppose the brass r a n d a d  to be reduced to no or 54-nebelow 
the temperature of coincidence. Then, had the expaniion of brass and 

7 

S-' x ,00763 
rtcd been the same, the ,pace 100. - feet, would now 

1% 

- 
54--rrv x ~ 7 6 3  

the btass scale, binre that scale has contrafled Let id 

- 
' 5+ne X #1a3? 

But 100 feet of brass will have contra&ed feet, and 
- 1% 

therefore the spacc in brass m e a s k  will be expressed by loo - - - - -0 

54-n? x ,cot63 54-de x PIS97 54-rQ x ~1237-54-n x , ~ 0 6 3  + =roo + - 
1% 1 IL 12 

k t ,  when the standard temperatltw is kO. But if the standard teh. 
perature be so then the space will measure - - 

54-sq K p143?-~/1--n~ X ,00763 
too-). 

19. 
feet, when measured by the brass -- 

scale at 'P  of temperature. 
CASE sd. Let the temperntore of coincidence be brtwrra the 

standard temperature and the temperature of measurement. . 
J .  Let the temperature of coincidence be 54O as before, arrdlet the -- 

Ltandard temprrature be below 54O, so that 54-1" shall express the 
number of degrees below 54 for the reduaion; and .let a0 be . . - 
ahovc 54, so that n - 3 4 O  expresses the tgcess of the tempCrature of 

.racasoren#nt above that of coincidenec, and the exkess of fhe 
Panperat~re d mcasurctnent above the stamiard temperatun?. 

.NOW, 



end of the base ; but that arose from the unfavou; 
able weather in the mornings, at which time the 

telescope 

,Now, by Case lst, the space over whkh the chain cxhnds oo the - 
~ - 5 4 ~  x -763 

ground will be 100 + feet, compared with the brass 
1% 

scale at  ~ 4 ~ .  Had thk contraction of brare been. the same ab that of  I 
4 
n-rQ ~,00763 . 

steel, loo+.-- feet, wwld be the measure, by the bnu I 
La 

-YY 

scale at  54-r3belsw the temperature of coincidence. But it has c k  - . PI%$? - m 7 6 3  
t r a m  more by 54-r? + feet in I o~ feet ; and cob 

1% 

otquently the space which the chain exttnds over, a t  no of tempera- - 
ture, will, a t  n-so of temperature, mesure, by the brass scale, - 

x ~ 7 6 j f 5 4 - r ~  x ,ora37-~763 
100 + feet . . 

, 1% 

e. Let the standPrd temperature be above as0, and the temperatute 
of measurement below it. 

Then, by Case od, the space over which the chain extends, is = - 
54-nex ~0763 

100- f e t ,  measured by the brass scak at  54O.-And 
11 

. - -" X -763 
100- - feet would have been the rneasuk at  r* by the 

xa 
brass, bad the expansion of steel aild brass beCn-iqual. But the cx- - 
pansion of brass M more by ~ 5 4 " + , 0 1 ~ j 7  - ,om763 k t .  And then. 

t ' 

1 ,  
11 

t , 
fore, if the space/over whish the steel chain extended, when the tern. - 
perature was 54-nT below the temperature of coincidence, be measured - [I, 

by the brass standard, when the temperature is I-54"above that of co- 
incidence, the valne of that space, in brass measure, will be , I  00 - I .. - 
(GO - x,oo7bj-~1-~4~ x PIZ~-769. - 12  - - 

Hence, uni~errally, if P and no denote as above, and P temperatam 
of coincidence, and S = the space on the ground over whicb the h t e l  

chis 
I 

. , 
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telescope of the circular instrument was directed t o  
the flag staff.-It was intended to detertnine this 
angle, by having a blue light a t  * the opposite end 
of the base, a t  the time that the star was at  its 
greatest elongation ; but, unf'o~tunately, the weatker 
became so unfavourable, that the star never i~lade 
its appearance, for upwards of a fbr:night-and as I 
vas ready to move duriug all that time, I therefore 
determined ' t o  remain no longer at  that station, but  
wait the event of Inore settled weather, which pro- 
bably would happen before I had extended iny ope- 
rations very far, either to  the eastward-or westward 
of Bangalore. I therefore prepared to take angles 
at the most suitable places, and proceed to lay down 
the positions of the principal objects within the vici- 
nity of Bangalore. 

TIIE latitude of the South end of the base was 
obtained some time after, by observi~lg, a t  a station 
North of Bangalove, which, with the two extremi- 
ties of the base, formecl a triangle. Those nbserva- 
tions were made with the zellitll sector 011 the  lgth, 
9Oth, and 9 I st of January, b y  taking the zenith tlis- 
tance of the star ~ ldeba ran ;  1v11ose cleclit~atiop was 

corrected 

chain (whose length is I 00 feet a t  t o  o f  temperature) extends when the 
thermometer is at no.-The11 t!it formula: for the different caseb willbe - 7 

n-to x ,00763-(stj' x ,01237 
1 S= roo+ -- 

12 - 
t - a ~  x , O I ~ ~ ~ - ( ~ - D ) ~ X ~ O O ~ ~ ~  

a s= loo+ - 
12 - 

n--sO x ,oo763+t-sa x ,orzg7--,oof6j 

1'2 
* -  

I +no x ,06763 ++to x#1zj7-,0076j --.) 
13 4 

Feet, 

I 
If the chain should measure +or - any quantity (q) at the tampera- 

tore to from wear &c. then put 1002q ill pldce o f  100 in each ' 
equation. 
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correQed for' precession, nutation, and aberration, " 

for those days-and, in order to correQ the error of 
coiliniation . of the telescope, the instrument w* 
turned 'upon its vertical axis on the glst, and the 
zenith distance taken on the opposite part of the arc. 
--The latitude determined by the observation made 
on the 19th was 13". 00'. 59,35", and by that on the 
eoth, Is0. 0~'. 58,7rt". N. On the e lst, when the 
seEtor was turned, the latitude was observed 1 bO.00' 
92, ti", which will therefore give the mean 1 9.00'. 40,6"' 
N. From these it  will appear that the error of colli- 
mation was 1 8,095". 

THE latitude of that station being obtained, and 
also its distance from the south end of the base;- 
from knowing tbe angle which that distancc ,made 
with the meridian, the distance on the meridian, ' 

between'the' station,. and the point where a line fall- 
ing from the southern extremity would cut it  a t  right, 
angles, was easily had, and the difference ;of latitude 
of the station and that point was computed, by al- 

' .lowing 60191 f'athonis to the degree, in latitude ;$". 
-And that gavea Iso. 54'. 6,6" for the latitude of the . 

apoint of interseAion on the meridian of the station. 
THE perpendicular, falling from the south end of 

the base on the ~nkriclian, was then converted into 
millutes atid si.concls, by allowing 60957 fathoms 
(b) for the degree on a great circle perpendicular to  
the meridian, and fyom that ant1 the co-1~titude.of 
t.he point of interse&ion, the latitude of the southern 
extremity of the bas:: was (Ieterlilinecl to be 199 

5 4'. ~ 
(b) These measures have heel1 determined by compating on the el- 

lipsoid given by C~L. W I  t i 1 ~ r . 1 ~  and CIPT. M U D ~ R ,  as resultings 
from their measurement of a degree perpendicular to the meridian in la- 
dtude 500 4 I # N. and of a degree on the meridian in the hme  latitude, 
as obraiucd from the tneasured arc between Grrruwicb and ParL.- 
The ratio of the diameters of t h r  ellipsoid is nearly as eso to ns, 155. 
-The principles on which thele computations are founded, with the 
most useful propositions relative to the ellipsoid, will given 
hereafter, when the fignre o f  the earth becomes the subj'& of inuctti- 
pa tjon. 



&4#. 6,4". ' In these distances, I did not mmpute oh 
the chords of the drcs, because the instrument I had 
in use was not sufficient for that_purpose. 

Experiments for dktermining the fipansjon of the 
Chain. * 

IN making allowance for the expansion of thw 
chain, in the annexed table, it will appear that I 
have differed both from GENERAL ROY and COLO- 
NEL WILLIAMS. I t  may therefore be necessary to 
give the following account of the experiments which 
were made for ascertaining that allowaacc,-which. 
experiments were made by the chain itself, observ- 
ing its length at  sun-rise and at one o'clock, be- 
tween which l~purs the base was generally measured. 
AFTER the chain was extendecl in the coffers, iq 

the manner fornlerly mentioned, it waq carefully ad- 
justed, at each end, to some particular marks on the 
register heads, about the hours of sun-rise. The 
finger screw of one of these brass sliders had been 
previously graduated into eight equal parts, on its 
circumference, which were counted, on its being 
turnal, by another mark on the end of the slider, 
touclling that part of the circamference. This 

- finger screw was observed to make 26 revolutions i q  
one inch, so that one of the rli\*isic~ns, on the cir- 
cumference, was ecjaal r:-TT ~ L I I  t of 311 inch. Thincp  
being thus adjustetl, tllr experiments were made 111 

the following orclcl.. an(l tlic meall tenipcrnttit 
from three of tlic Lest the~.mometers I hnrl, 
renlained the wliolc time in the coffrrq, n.it11 t i le  

, chain ; qnd the~e c.ofti.rs were cov~recl. i n  t l ~ r  53rnc 

anauuer a@ they hnri I~ecn d u r i i ~ ~  thr ~ p c r ~ t ~ o n s  rff 
the measurement. 

DECGX+I,BER I l t l l ,  at on?  1'. 11 t h ~  tcrnrne 
was gjt 

DE-U-P 19tl;. nr hr-1 r -A*.  
# ' -  
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yerature was 58', therefire 37' is the difference, or 
fall of the thermometer, since the preceding.?ay. 
THE chain had contra&ed 58 divisions on the mi- 

crometer screw, each of which being equal T& inches, 
therefore the whole expansion of the chain was 
= ,97884 inches-and this djvided by 57" givee 
,4079 i the expansion of the chain due to ont9 
degree of the thermometer. 

DECEMBER 13th, atha1fpaatsixA.M. them- . 
of three thermometers was 56" which was 39" de- 
crease of temperature since the preceding day at one 
a'clock P. M.-The chain had contra&ed 60 di- 
visions - therefore && divided by 3g0 r ,007396 
inches. 

AT one P. hi. the same day, the temperature was 
970, and consequently the increase since morning 
w a s  41". The chain had expanded 63 divisions, 
hence ,$+ divided by 41, gives ,0075853 inches. 

I)ECKMBER 15t11.--At seven A. M. the tempera- 
ture was 6z0, aid at one P. &I. 93"-and therefore 
the increase since morning was 31". The chain 
had expanded 46 divisions, therefore 2& divided by 
Y i0 = ,007 13 inches. 

DECEMBER' 16t11, at half past six A. ?rf. the tem- 
perature was 5 lo, t which was 4 lo, 8 below the pre- 
ceding day at one o'clock P. bl. The chain had 
contraQed 59 divisions, which proceeding as before, 
gives ,006786 inches. 

DECEMBER 17th, at half past six A. If. the tern-' 
perature was 5@, and at one P. At .  i t  \\.as ge0- 
whose differe'nce is 36".- -The chaill had 5s divi- 
sions, which will give ,0076 1 inches. 

THE mean of all these being ,007953 inches, 1 
have therefore made the expansion of the chain due 
?8 l8 of temperature above 6E0 tb be ,0075 inches. 




